Laundry Machine

Laundry Machine consisting of:

1- Washing machine:
   a. Both hot and cold water washing
   b. Horizontal drum type
   c. Capacity of 50kg dry linen
   d. Rotation direction: forward/reverse/stop, one way drive
   e. With electrical water heater
   f. With operating valves
   g. Material: stainless steel
   h. Power supply: three phase, 380V, 50Hz
   i. Automatic stop alarming mechanism
   j. With washing options for dirty and colored clothes
   k. With all standard accessories
   l. User manuals/operation manuals and maintenance manuals to be provided

2- Hydro extractor:
   a. Capacity of 40kg of wet linen
   b. With braking system
   c. Automatic stopping and stop signaling when finishing
   d. Power supply of 380v, 50Hz
   e. With all standard accessories

3- Dryer:
   a. Capacity of about 40kg of dry linen
   b. Equipped with removable lint screen
   c. Automatic and gives signal when finishing
   d. Stainless steel drum
   e. Safety microswitches on door, depression and filter check
f. Electrical heating system

g. Power supply: 380v, 50hz

h. With all standard accessories

4- Ironing machine

a. Roller type

b. Electrical heating system

c. Heating range: 20 – 300°C

d. Heater temperature adjustment for various types of clothes/garments

e. Having maximum and minimum speeds and reversing

f. Roller length of 1.5-2m

g. With delivering and receiving table

h. Having driving and exhaust motors with brake system

i. Power supply: three phase, 380v, 50hz

5- Laundry trolley for wet clothes:

a. Material: chrome plated steel

b. Capacity of about 40kg

c. Built on heavy duty castors

6- Laundry trolley for dry clothes:

a. Material: chrome plated steel

b. Capacity of about 40kg

c. Built on heavy duty castors

7- Gloves:

a. Heavy duty type

b. Rubber

c. For laundry purpose